
Beech Homework 

(Due in Monday after the Easter Holidays) 

Here is the Quest Narrative that we created as a class. For 

your holiday homework, we want you to read this overview 

to remind you of our story. Then we want you to pick a 

chapter and focus on retelling it.  

You could: 

-tell the chapter orally to a member of your family  

-create actions to accompany the chapter 

-turn the chapter into a puppet show 

-write the chapter 

-make a comic strip or story board of the chapter 

-make an animated version of the chapter 

It is up to you!  

 

A Knight’s Quest by Beech Class 

 

Chapter 1- The Unicorn Prince: Sir Fred travels to the Silver Castle to 

ask the Unicorn Prince for a potion help him on his quest and a 

magic sword to defeat the dragon and rescue Prince Paul. The 

Unicorn Prince takes Sir Fred to his Castle and picks out 4 

different potions. Sir Fred picks the potion. The unicorn Prince 

also gives Sir Fred a map and lets him ride on his back. 



Chapter 2- The Scary Forest: Sir Fred and the Unicorn Prince travel 

to the Scary Forest. Sir Fred looks at the map for find a way 

through the forest. He finds a signpost that gives directions out 

of the forest. However, the Bad Fairy has cast a spell that leads 

them the wrong way into The Mountains of Life. 

 

Chapter 3- Crossing the Mountains of Life: Sir Fred and The Unicorn 

Prince climb the mountain. They have to cross a rickety rope 

bridge over a huge canyon. They meet The Good Fairy who leads 

them to the Magic Flower Meadow and the secret portal.   

 

Chapter 4- The Portal: They walk towards the Portal. The Good Fairy 

asks them to solve a riddle. They get it right and jump into the 

portal. They hold on tightly to their belongings. Thy jump out of 

the Portal as the reach the Desert of Loneliness.   

 

Chapter 5- The Wall: They cross the desert and reach the wall. Sir 

Fred leaves the Unicorn Prince and tells him to go back to his 

castle. Sir Fred climbs the wall by himself and climbs down the 

other side.   

 

Ch 6- The Volcano: Sir Fred creeps into a cave at the foot of the 

volcano. They find the dragon sleeping and pour the magic 

ingredient into his drinking bowl. The potion turns the bad 

dragon into a good dragon. But they can’t find Prince Paul. They 

wait for the Dragon to wake up. The Magic Sword makes the Dragon 

speak and he tells them that Prince Paul is being held in the 

Underground Castle. 

 

Chapter 7- Finding Prince Paul: Sir Fred climbs the wall. He travels 

across the Desert. He asks the Dolphin help to cross the River. The 

Dolphin tells him he saw the Wizard and Witch lock up the Prince 

in the underground castle. Sir Fred travels to the underground 

castle.  

 

Chapter 8- Saving Prince Paul: Sir Fred enters the underground 

castle. He sees the evil Witch and Wizard. The Magic Sword 

divides in two killing the Witch and Wizard. They rescue Prince 

Paul and travel through another secret Portal that takes them 

back to Queen Elinor. The Queen is very thankful to the Knight for 

rescuing her son and throws a party. 


